THE EASY WAY TO AN OBEDIENT DOG:

Video #1

LEARNINGS & NOTES

Apply these concepts, rules, tips and tricks and you’ll start understanding how to live in perfect harmony with your dog.

SUMMARY OF MAIN CONCEPT

Traditional dog training methods don’t work.

• There’s a far more powerful way of working with your dog than most owners and trainers are aware of.
• It’s faster and easier than most other dog training methods.
• This is because it includes the dog’s natural way of working, so it makes sense to them.

#1: TREAT TRAINING

• Using food on its own is not enough to solve serious dog or puppy behavioral issues.
• Of course there is a place for motivating dogs and puppies using food however food on its own will not work.
• There is something far more powerful than bribery and rewards when it comes to dog training
• Clicker training is still relying on bribery and rewards.
#2: **YANK AND CRANK**

- Forcing your dog to obey is also very old school.
- There are so many devices out there on the market however most of them are just relying on fear and pain to force your dog to obey.
- This approach is neither pleasant for you or your dog and it can damage your relationship.

---

**FACT**

**FACT #1:** Dog and puppy training should not take hours every day and drag on for months with little change.

**FACT #2:** Neither should excellent dog training cost a fortune.

**FACT #3:** Dog and puppy training is not actually that complicated when you are shown how.

**The key is to get them to CHOOSE to follow you first...before you do anything else (including training).**

Once your dog or puppy says “You’re in charge, and I should be listening, following and obeying you” everything starts to fall into place.

---

Thanks for taking the time to find more harmony between you and your dog.

Cheers, ~ Doggy Dan